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An experimental study on pool sloshing behavior with solid particles
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a b s t r a c t

It is important to clarify the mechanisms of molten-fuel-pool sloshing behavior that might be encoun-
tered during a core disruptive accident of sodium-cooled fast reactors. In this study, motivated by
acquiring some evidence for understanding the characteristics of this behavior at more realistic condi-
tions, a number of experiments are newly performed by injecting nitrogen gas into a water pool with the
accumulation of solid particles. To achieve comprehensive understanding, various parameters including
particle bed height, particle size, density, shape, gas pressure along with the gas-injection duration, were
employed. It is found that due to the different interaction mechanisms between solid particles and the
gas bubble injected, three kinds of regimes, termed respectively as the bubble-impulsion dominant
regime, the transitional regime and the bed-inertia dominant regime, could be identified. The performed
analyses also suggest that under present conditions, all our experimental parameters employed can have
noticeable impact on the regime transition and resultant sloshing intensity (e.g. maximum elevation of
water level at pool peripheries). Knowledge and fundamental data from this work will be used for the
future verifications of fast reactor severe accident codes in China.
© 2018 Korean Nuclear Society, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC. This is an open access article under the

CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

As indicated by the Fukushima Dai-Ichi nuclear disaster in
March 2011, severe accidents in nuclear power plant might occur,
even if their probability is extremely low [1]. In a postulated Core
Disruptive Accident (CDA) of a Sodium-cooled Fast Reactor (SFR), it
is realized that the accident might proceed into a transition phase
[2]. In this phase, the reactor core melts and forms a large whole-
core-scale molten pool with sufficient fuel to exceed prompt criti-
cality (see Fig. 1) [2,3]. A local neutronic power excursion or pres-
sure development could possibly disturb the pool by pushing the
liquid fuel away from the core center toward the peripheries, and
then the gravity impels it back to the core center (as schematically
shown in Fig. 1) [4,5]. This centralized pool sloshing motion is likely
to cause energetic nuclear power excursions by fuel accumulation
[4,5].

Since during the molten-fuel-pool enlargement there is the
possibility that a certain amount of liquid coolant would be
entrapped within the pool (e.g. at the failure of control rod guide
tubes), local Fuel-Coolant Interaction (FCI) in the fuel pool is
regarded as one of the various initiators that could lead to the

pressure buildup and resultant sloshing motion [4,6]. To clarify the
characteristics of pressure buildup during local FCIs, in recent years
several studies including both experiments and numerical simu-
lations have been conducted by Cheng et al. [6,7] at the Japan
Atomic Energy Agency (JAEA). On the other hand, as for the
mechanisms of resultant pool sloshing behavior, over the past de-
cades, some pioneering studies have been also performed, gener-
ally within Two-Dimensional (2D) or cylindrical water pools [4,8,9].
For example, Maschek et al. performed a series of dam-break ex-
periments by releasing liquid water from a small inner cylindrical
Plexiglas container to a larger outer vessel [4]. In their work, the
effect of various experimental parameters such as the diameters
and heights of the central water column and the water depth in the
outer cylindrical vessel on the sloshing intensity were analyzed.
Based on their experimental data, numerical calculations were
further carried out at JAEA using the SIMMER-IV, an advanced
Three-Dimensional (3D) fast reactor safety analysis code [8]. It was
found that the SIMMER-IV code could reasonably reproduce the
experimental results (esp. compaction velocity) for both symmetric
and asymmetric conditions [8]. However, it should be pointed out
that, although the experiments of Maschek et al. can capture some
essential features of the sloshing process (e.g. pileup of the liquid
fuel at the peripheries and gravity-driven inward sloshing), their
experimental conditions are still quite far from the actual reactor
accident scenario in which as indicated-above, the outward
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sloshing is possibly triggered by a rapid vapor generation and
expansion around the pool center (see Fig. 1) [6,7]. Following their
work, recently Morita et al. [9] investigated the augmenting and
mitigation effect of hydraulic disturbances on the sloshing behavior
through injecting nitrogen gas into a steady symmetrical sloshing
motion at timing different from the sloshing period. However, as
indicated above, since our target is concentrated on clarifying the
mechanisms of sloshing motion that follows a local FCI, therefore
compared to the overlaying effect of different hydraulic distur-
bances, we have more interest on the sloshing behavior which is
triggered by a single pressure event at a variety of parametric
conditions.

To benefit the evaluation of accident progression for reactor
severe accidents, it is natural that a comprehensive and enhanced
understanding on the pool sloshing behavior under various po-
tential conditions is of much importance. Focusing on this aspect, a
systematic research program on the pool sloshing behavior has
been initiated at the Sun Yat-sen University in China. As shown in
Fig. 2, our research on this topic can be divided into three steps:
Step 1-understanding the mechanisms and performing modeling
studies for pool sloshing behavior in a pure water pool within 2D
conditions; Step 2- further conducting 2D sloshing investigations
under various complicated conditions; and Step 3-validating the
above 2D experimental results at larger-scale three dimensions and
developing predictive models that may be directly applicable for
reactor safety analyses. In our recent publication [10], a series of
simulated experiments was performed by injecting nitrogen gas
into a 2D rectangular pure water pool through a nozzle positioned
at the center of pool bottom. Based on the experimental observa-
tion and quantitative data obtained, much of knowledge regarding
the characteristics of pool sloshing behavior in a pure liquid pool
has been accumulated [10]; therefore in this study our effort is
moved forward to the Step-2 experimental investigations.

It should be pointed out that in an actual reactor accident, due to

the insufficient melting of solid fuel pellets and structural mate-
rials, the molten fuel pool is possibly formed with a multiphase
system that is composed of a mixture of molten fuel, molten
structure, refrozen fuel, solid fuel pellets, steel particles, control
particles, fission gas, fuel vapor and other materials [11e13].
Therefore, compared to the pure single-phase molten pool
[4,6,9,10], in an actual reactor accident it is likely that a certain
volume of solid particles would be accumulated on the bottom of
the pool. The current paper is aimed to clarify the effect of such
solid particles on the pool sloshing behavior. Although in the past a
few studies regarding the dynamic behavior of solid particle beds in
a liquid pool were performed, it should be noted that in general
their experimental purpose is not closely related to the sloshing
motion [12,13]. In other words, the information regarding the
sloshing characteristics (e.g. change of water level at pool center
and peripheries) is deemed to be insufficient. In addition, in their
investigations [8,12,13], the employed particle properties, espe-
cially the particle size that has been repeatedly proven to be the
most influential factor in our past studies regarding the debris-bed
phenomena [1,14], are rather limited, as a result inevitably
impairing the reliability and extension capability of their findings.
Further, since most of them were performed in a comparatively
larger dimension (e.g. in a cylindrical vessel) [12,13], it therefore
becomes rather difficult to visualize the interactions between
different phases (namely solid particles, liquid and gas bubbles)
from the microscopic aspect (i.e. the flow regimes), despite the
crucial importance of the regime characteristics in understanding
the mechanisms underlying those phenomena. To achieve a
comprehensive understanding, in this work a variety of experi-
mental parameters, including particle size (0.125e8 mm), particle
bed height (5e30 cm), particle density (glass, alumina), particle
shape (spherical and non-spherical), gas pressure (~4 bar) along
with the gas-injection duration (0.06e0.1 s), were employed. In
Section 2, conditions and procedures of our sloshing experiments

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of molten fuel pool formation and sloshing behavior during SFR severe accident.
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with solid particles are described, while the obtained results as well
as their interpretations are discussed in detail in Section 3.
Knowledge and fundamental data from our experiments will be
utilized for the future predictive-model studies as well as the an-
alyses and verifications of SFR severe accident analysis codes in
China.

2. Experimental apparatus and procedures

As shown in Fig. 2, to accumulate experimental knowledge and
evidence, for the Step-1 and Step-2 investigations, experiments

under various situations are specifically performed within the 2D
conditions, due to its greater advantage in visual observation and
regime identification, as compared to the latter 3D larger-scale
experiments in Step 3. A schematic diagram of the experimental
system used for the present sloshing experiment with solid parti-
cles is depicted in Fig. 3. A narrow rectangular viewing tankmade of
methyl methacrylate, with the effective dimensions of 1000 mm in
height, 1000mm inwidth and 60mm in gap thickness, was utilized
to achieve visual observation and video recording of multi-phase
fluid motions.

Purified water and nitrogen gas at room temperature are

Fig. 2. Research program on pool sloshing behavior at Sun Yat-sen University.

Fig. 3. Schematic view of experimental system with solid particles.
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employed to simulate the molten fuel and vapor (generated from
local FCIs), respectively. Water was poured into the tank from the
top of the viewing tank. At the center of pool bottom, a circular
nozzle, with its inner diameter of 50mm,was designed for allowing
the nitrogen gas to be injected into the viewing tank. Under the
viewing tank, a gas container is equipped to contain the gas
delivered from nitrogen gas vessel. Before any gas injection, the gas
pressure in the container was measured and controlled at specific
values. The volume of gas container is large enough to ensure that
the gas pressure is constant throughout each injection.

In all experimental runs, a certain volume of solid particles was
deposited into the tank to form a particle bed that simulates the
unmelted core materials as mentioned above. Currently, particle
beds were formed with two types of particles (namely glass and
alumina) of varying sizes and shapes. Table 1 lists the physical
properties of these particles. It should be noted that current se-
lection of particle properties was based not only on cost and
consideration of possible values in prototypic CDA conditions but
also on the merits of experimental data for validation of different
models in computer codes and for understanding the effects of
separate parameters. For the particle size, to achieve an enhanced
understanding as comprehensively as possible, it is easily seen that
a quite large size range (0.125e8 mm) was utilized, especially
compared to previous studies regarding the dynamic behavior of
solid particle beds in a liquid pool [12,13]. As for the particle den-
sity, the glass particles are specifically employed because the glass/
water density ratio is about 2.7, which is not far from the solid/
liquid density ratio of some reactor fuels, especially if we consider
that the liquid phase in the molten pool contains liquid structural
materials (e.g. molten stainless steel with a density of around
6000 kg/m3). On the other hand, motivated to further check the
effect of particle density and to achieve enhanced understanding on
the mechanisms of pool sloshing behavior, the alumina particles
are additionally utilized, although the alumina/water density ratio
(about 3.6) might be a bit higher as compared to the solid/liquid
density ratio of potential reactor fuels. Since our past studies
regarding the debris bed formation and self-leveling behavior have
suggested that smaller (e.g. 0.5 mm) and larger particles
(e.g. > 4 mm) are likely to behave totally different motion charac-
teristics [1,14,15], therefore two non-spherical particles with
representative sizes (namely around 0.5 mm and 5 mm) are pres-
ently used, with the aim to obtain some evidence for understanding
the particle-shape influence for potentially different regimes.
However, we do believe that for future modeling studies involving

the particle-shape effect, more experimental data using various
shape characteristics would be inevitably necessary.

Before the commencement of each experimental run, the initial
water depth and particle bed height were adjusted carefully to
target values. Since in our previous study [10], a comparatively
larger range of water depths (0e60 cm) was varied and the effect of
water depth on the pool sloshing behavior has been understood
comparatively well, here to focus on the effect of solid particles, a
constant water depth of around 50 cm is employed for all our
experimental runs performed in this work. In addition, we believe
that by changing the bed height, relative influence of water depth
might be simulated to some degree simultaneously.

For each experimental run, nitrogen gas was injected into the
pool only oncewith certain injection duration. Similar to the Step-1
investigation [10], the value of injection duration in this work is set
to be 0.06e0.1 s, which corresponds to the duration of vapor gen-
eration and expansion caused by local FCIs as observed in our
earlier studies [6,7]. To achieve an accurate control of gas injection,
a high-accuracy magnetic valve, as illustrated in Fig. 3, is installed
between the gas container and the circular nozzle.

The whole experimental process was recorded by a video
camera which is capable of recording 50 frames per second. To
improve the quality of recording, back-lighting was applied along a
vertical distance. After experiments, by using image analysis soft-
ware, stills extracted from the video recording were used for
further qualitative observation and quantitative measurement.

To understand the general characteristics of pool sloshing
behavior with solid particles, a variety of experimental parameters
such as particle size (dp), particle bed height (Hpb), particle density
(rp), particle shape (namely sphericity f), gas pressure (P) along
with the gas-injection duration (DT) were employed. The detailed
conditions of all our experimental runs currently available are listed
in Table 2.

3. Experimental analyses and discussion

3.1. Qualitative identification of flow regimes

Based on the observations from experimental process and the
stills recorded, characteristics of the pool sloshing behavior with
solid particles were analyzed and compared for all the runs listed in
Table 2. It is found that due to the different interaction mechanisms
observed between solid particles and the gas bubble injected, three
kinds of regimes, termed respectively as the bubble-impulsion

Table 1
Physical properties of solid particles.

Material Density [kg/m3] Shape Fa[�] Sizeb [mm] Terminal velocityc [cm/s]

Glass 2600 Sphere 1.0 0.125 1.16
0.256 3.32
0.5 7.51
1 15.29
2 27.34
2.5 32.21
4 44.55
6 57.31
8 66.05

Alumina 3600 Sphere 1.0 0.5 10.54
6 73.26

Triangular prism 0.569 4.96 66.21d

Irregular shape 0.455 0.5 10.54d

a The sphericity F is estimated by back-calculation of Ergun Equation [15].
b Volume-equivalent diameter (dV ) for non-spherical particles estimated by weighing a known number (N ) of particles: dV ¼ ð 6m

pNrp
Þ1=3. (m is the total mass of the weighed

particles and rp is the particle density).
c Estimated in water using Stokes's Law for small particles, and Heywood Tables for larger particles [16].
d For non-spherical particles, it is estimated based on the volume-equivalent diameter without considering the particle-shape effect [15].
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Table 2
Detailed conditions of all our experimental runs performed with solid particles.

Case No. Material dp[mm] Shape DT[s] Hpb[cm ] P[bar] Regimea Bed shapeb

1e3 Glass 0.125 Sphere 0.1 5 2, 3, 4 I ∨
4 10 2 II/Ic ∨
5e6 10 3, 4 I ∨
7 15 2 II ∨
8e9 15 3, 4 I ∨
10 20 2 II ∧
11 20 3 II ⊓
12 20 4 I ∨
13 25 2 II ∧
14e15 25 3, 4 II ⊓
16e17 30 2, 3 II ∧
18 30 4 II ⊓
19e21 0.256 5 2, 3, 4 I ∨
22e23 10 3, 4 I ∨
24e25 15 2, 3 II ∨
26 15 4 I ∨
27e28 20 2, 3 II ⊓
29 20 4 II ∨
30 25 2 II ∧
31 25 3 II ⊓
32 25 4 II ∨
33e34 30 2, 3 II ∧
35 30 4 II ⊓
36 0.5 5 2 II/Ic ∨
37 5 3 I ∨
38e39 10 2, 3 II ∨
40e41 15 2, 3 II ∨
42 20 2 II ⊓
43 20 3 II ∨
44 25 2 II ∧
45 25 3 II ⊓
46 30 2 II ∧
47 30 3 II ⊓
48e50 1 5 2, 3, 4 II ⊓
51e52 10 2, 3 III ∧
53 10 4 II ∧
54e56 15 2, 3, 4 III ∧
57e59 20 2, 3, 4 III ∧
60e62 25 2, 3, 4 III ∧
63e64 2 5 2, 3 III ∧
65 5 4 III/IIc ∧
66e68 10 2, 3, 4 III ∧
69e71 15 2, 3, 4 III ∧
72e74 20 2, 3, 4 III ∧
75e77 25 2, 3, 4 III ∧
78e79 2.5 5 2, 3 III ∧
80 5 4 III/IIc ∧
81e83 10 2, 3, 4 III ∧
84e86 15 2, 3, 4 III ∧
87e89 20 2, 3, 4 III ∧
90e92 25 2, 3, 4 III ∧
93e95 30 2, 3, 4 III ∧
96e98 4 5 2, 3, 4 III ∧
99e101 10 2, 3, 4 III ∧
102e104 15 2, 3, 4 III ∧
105e107 20 2, 3, 4 III ∧
108e110 25 2, 3, 4 III ∧
111e113 30 2, 3, 4 III ∧
114e116 6 5 2, 3, 4 III ∧
117e119 10 2, 3, 4 III ∧
120e122 15 2, 3, 4 III ∧
123e125 20 2, 3, 4 III ∧
126e128 25 2, 3, 4 III ∧
129e131 30 2, 3, 4 III ∧
132e134 8 5 2, 3, 4 III ∧
135e137 10 2, 3, 4 III ∧
138e140 15 2, 3, 4 III ∧
141e143 20 2, 3, 4 III ∧
144e146 25 2, 3, 4 III ∧
147e149 30 2, 3, 4 III ∧
150 Alumina 0.5 5 2 II ∨
151e152 5 3, 4 I ∨
153 10 2 II ∧

(continued on next page)
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dominant regime, the transitional regime and the bed-inertia
dominant regime, could be identified. A summary of the regime
identification is given in Table 2. In this section, several cases using
glass beads at varied conditions are selected for interpreting the
characteristics of each regime (see Fig. 4):

(1) Bubble-impulsion dominant regime (Regime I). For glass beads,
as listed in Table 2, this regime is generally observed for
experimental cases with rather smaller particle sizes, lower
bed heights and larger gas-injection pressures. It is imagin-
able that due to the smaller particle size and lower bed
height, the resistance from particle bed to the gas bubble
injected, as compared to the bubble impulsion, should be
rather limited. As a result, as shown in Fig. 4(a), the injected
bubble seems to surface from particle bed very rapidly. Also,
due to their lighter weight, a large number of solid particles
are found to be lifted up by the rising bubble. With the
ongoing of bubble rising, similar to our previous study per-
formed in pure water [10], two symmetrical vortexes along
with the upward trailing flow are observed to emerge, which
drives the lifted particles away from pool center to periph-
eries. With time moving on, the widely dispersed solid par-
ticles tend to sediment gradually, leading to the formation of
a final concave bed.

(2) Transitional regime (Regime II). From Fig. 4(b), it is seen that as
particle size increases from 0.125 mm to 0.5 mm, although
the particle lifting phenomenon still exists, some of them are
observed to slide down along the bubble edge when the
bubble is detaching from particle bed, as a result leading to
comparatively less particles to be driven away (from pool
center) by the vortex and liquid flow formed later. Similarly,
the driven-away particles will sediment gradually and a final
concave bed is formed.

Since a higher bed height means a greater resistance to the
rising bubble, by making comparisons between Fig. 4(b) and (c), it
can be found that as bed height increases from 15 cm to 30 cm,
more lifted particles are seen to slide down when the bubble is
detaching from particle bed, resulting in quite limited particles to
be driven away from pool center. Because most lifted particles have
fallen back to the pool center again, a quasi-flat bed is expectable to
be formed.

By making comparisons between Fig. 4(c) and (d), one may find
that when the bubble is passing through the bed, due to its weaker
impulsion (caused by a lower gas pressure), compared to Fig. 4(c), a
narrower bubble path is formed. It is further verifiable that the
lifted particles tend to fall down much earlier (e.g. even before the
complete leaving of gas bubble from particle bed). Due to the

Table 2 (continued )

Case No. Material dp[mm] Shape DT[s] Hpb[cm ] P[bar] Regimea Bed shapeb

154e155 10 3, 4 II ∨
156e157 15 2, 3 II ∧
158 15 4 II ∨
159 20 2 II ∧
160e161 20 3, 4 II ⊓
162 25 2 III ∧
163e164 25 3, 4 II ∧
165 30 2 III ∧
166e167 30 3, 4 II ∧
168e170 6 5 2, 3, 4 III ∧
171e173 10 2, 3, 4 III ∧
174e176 15 2, 3, 4 III ∧
177e179 20 2, 3, 4 III ∧
180e182 25 2, 3, 4 III ∧
183e185 30 2, 3, 4 III ∧
186e187 0.5 Irregular shape 5 2, 3 II ∨
188 5 4 I ∨
189e191 10 2, 3, 4 II ∨
192e194 15 2, 3, 4 II ∨
195 20 2 II ∧
196e197 20 3, 4 II ∨
198e200 4.96 Triangular prism 5 2, 3, 4 III ∧
201e203 10 2, 3, 4 III ∧
204e206 15 2, 3, 4 III ∧
207e209 20 2, 3, 4 III ∧
210e212 25 2, 3, 4 III ∧
213e215 30 2, 3, 4 III ∧
216 Glass 0.5 Sphere 0.06 5 1.5 II ⊓
217 5 2 II ∨
218 5 3 I ∨
219e220 10 2, 3 II ∨
221 10 4 I ∨
222 15 2 III ∧
223 15 3 II ∧
224 20 2 III ∧
225e226 20 3, 4 II ∧
227 25 3 III ∧
228 25 4 II ∧
229 30 3 III ∧
230e231 4 5 2, 3 III ∧

a The numbers I, II and III in this column represent respectively the bubble-impulsion dominant regime, the transitional regime and the bed-inertia dominant regime, as
described in detail in Section 3.1.

b The symbols ∧, ∨ and ⊓ denote the convex bed, concave bed and quasi-flat bed, respectively.
c An in-between case between two regimes.
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accumulation of many fallen particles within a rather limited region
of pool center, a short convex bed is formed finally.

(3) Bed-inertia dominant regime (Regime III). For glass beads, this
regime tends to exist at a condition of comparatively larger
particle sizes, higher bed heights and lower gas pressures
(see Table 2). As shown in Fig. 4(e), in this regime it seems
quite difficult for the bubble to surface from particle bed, due
to an enlarged bed inertia (e.g. caused by a bigger particle
size). In addition, since the geometry of the rising bubble
(before leaving the bed) is much closer to a spherical shape, it
might be deduced that particles at the top of the bubble
should have provided a remarkable resisting role to the rising
bubble. Also, because the bubble is detaching from particle
bed very slowly, particles lifted by the rising bubble have
sufficient time to roll down (along the bubble edge) and
accumulate on the pool center, resulting in a final convex bed.

Based on the above regime identification, it is evident that the
bubble impulsion and bed inertia are the two key factors that
dictate the regime transition. Although single concave or convex
bed is verifiable to emerge for Regimes I and III, different bed
shapes (e.g. concave, convex and flat) may exist for the Regime II
depending on the slight competitive strength between bed inertia
and bubble impulsion. In Section 3.2, to achieve more enhanced
understanding on the pool sloshing behavior with solid particles,
detailed quantitative analyses of our experimental parameters on

the regime transition and resultant sloshing intensity will be
examined. To represent the sloshing intensity, similar to our pre-
vious study performed in pure water pool [10], the maximum
elevation of water level (DHmax) at pool center and peripheries
(vessel wall) are measured for analyses. To mitigate the measure-
ment error for different cases, the water slug at the periphery with
a cross-sectional length less than around 5 mm is not considered
valid for measurement.

3.2. Quantitative analysis of experimental parameters

3.2.1. Effect of particle size
Fig. 5 shows the change of maximum elevation of water level

with various sizes of glass particles. It can be seen that whatever the
bed height and gas pressure are, with increasing particle size, the
measured DHmax at both pool periphery and center initially de-
creases, then increases up to a maximum, and decreases again until
a saturated trend is attained. Actually, it should not be surprising
since as marked in Fig. 5, under present experimental conditions, as
particle size increases from 0.125 mm to 8 mm, the transition of 3
regimes has occurred.

In the bubble-impulsion dominant regime (Regime I), an
increasing in particle size will make solid particles more difficult to
be transported, thereby needing more kinetic-energy dissipation
fromwater flow and correspondingly resulting in decreased DHmax

values.
As for the bed-inertia dominant regime (Regime III), it can be

Fig. 4. Transient pool sloshing behavior with solid particles (glass spheres, DT ¼ 0:1s).
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easily imagined that a larger particle size would cause greater
particle inertia, as a result enhancing the resistance from particle
bed to the rising bubble [1]. Since the bubble momentum tends to
be more weakened at a condition of larger particle size, it is natural
that the measured DHmax becomes firstly decreasing for Regime III.
However, when the particle size becomes greater than 4 mm,
although the bed inertia is supposed to be increasing as well, the
inter-particle space is enlarged simultaneously [1], thereby leading
the measured DHmax to be possibly saturated.

For the transitional regime (Regime II), as particle size increases,
although amild increasing of bed inertia should exist inevitably, the
energy dissipation of water flow caused by the particle trans-
portation is supposed to be reduced more significantly since as
shown in Fig. 4(b) ~ (d), more and more particles will roll down to
the pool center when the bubble is detaching from particle bed. It is
therefore theoretically possible that a minimal resistance from
solid phase on the rising bubble (or in other words a DHmax peak) is
likely to emerge, in which quasi-flat bed might be formed (see
Fig. 4(c)). When the particle size is lower than the critical value
required for achieving the maximum sloshing intensity, based on
Fig. 4(b) it is imaginable that the larger the particle size is, the more
the number of solid particles will slide down, thereby causing less
particles to be driven away by the subsequent liquid flow and
resulting in much diminished kinetic-energy dissipation of water
flow. On the other hand, when the particle size is larger than the
critical value required for achieving the maximal DHmax, the bed-
inertia effect is deemed to become stronger and stronger, conse-
quently leading to the formation of a convex bed (see Fig. 4(d)),
although the particle-transportation phenomenon might remain to
a some degree.

Another point that can be understood from Fig. 5 is that for
different bed heights and gas pressures, the critical particle size
required for achieving the peak sloshing intensity seems to be
obtained at different values, indicating the influence of such pa-
rameters on the regime transition. In addition, whatever the
experimental condition is, a consistent tendency of measured
DHmax at the pool periphery and center is confirmable. Further, one
may find that similar to our previous studies performed in a pure
water pool [10], the DHmax value at pool center are found to be
much diminished as compared to its counterpart at the pool pe-
ripheries. This is also reasonable since as shown in Fig. 4, the cross-
sectional area of outward sloshes at pool peripheries seems to be
generally smaller than that of the inward sloshes at pool center.
Additionally, when the gravity impels the sloshes toward the pool
center, the friction and collisions of liquid-particle flow within the
pool are deemed to play a certain role in weakening the total me-
chanical energy of the water slug. In the following sections, to

lessen redundant comparison and avoid potential larger measure-
ment errors that may appear for the smaller pool-center quantity,
only the averaged DHmax at the pool peripheries will be employed
for analyses.

3.2.2. Effect of particle bed height
Fig. 6 shows the variation with particle bed height for averaged

DHmax at the pool peripheries. From the regime symbol, it seems
that increasing the particle bed height tends to make the regime
change from lower-number regime (e.g. Regime I) to larger-number
regime (e.g. Regime II). This can be easily understood by the fact
that higher bed height offers enlarged resistance to the rising
bubble, which as a result promotes the bed-inertia effect. However,
from the change of DHmax values, it can be clearly seen that for all
particles, as bed height increases, the measured DHmax is
confirmable to be increasing monotonously, regardless of some
changes in the regime. This is probably because for the same water
depth, increasing particle bed height will lead to much diminished
depth of upper pure water region. Therefore, the liquid flow is
restricted within a rather shrunken region, which facilitates the
disturbance of liquid flow on the elevation of water level. The
measured DHmax data shown in Fig. 6 would also suggest that over
current range of experimental conditions as particle bed height
increases, compared to the influence of regime transition, the effect
from the shrinking of free water region on sloshing intensity seems
to be more prominent.

Fig. 5. Effect of particle size on maximum elevation of water level (glass spheres, DT ¼ 0:1s).

Fig. 6. Effect of particle bed height on averaged DHmax at pool peripheries (glass
spheres, P ¼ 4 bar, DT ¼ 0:1s).
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3.2.3. Effect of particle density
The effect of particle density on measured average DHmax values

at the peripheries for different regimes is shown in Fig. 7. To facil-
itate the analyses, the regime information along with the bed shape
for the transitional regime is also depicted. It seems that for both
the bubble-impulsion dominant regime (Regime I) and the bed-
inertia dominant regime (Regime III), the larger the particle den-
sity, the lower the sloshing intensity becomes. This is probably
because for the bubble-impulsion dominant regime, as particle
density increases, larger kinetic-energy dissipation is needed in
order to achieve the particle transportation. As for the bed-inertia
dominant regime, with increasing particle density, the inertial
resistance from particle bed is supposed to become larger, thereby
weakening the bubble impetus.

For the transitional regime, as the particle density increases,
more and more particles are imaginable to slide down to the pool
center when the bubble is detaching from particle bed, as a result
making the followed particle-transportation phenomenon less
prominent and consequently reducing the kinetic-energy dissipa-
tion of water flow. Based on the mechanisms understood, it is
therefore reasonable to imagine that with a further increasing in
particle density, the transition from Regime II to Regime III is likely
to occur, even if some confirmatory tests would be preferable.

3.2.4. Effect of particle shape
The effect of particle shape on averaged DHmax at pool periph-

eries for different regimes is illustrated in Fig. 8. For the bubble-
impulsion dominant regime, it is imaginable that during the
particle-transportation, some kind of additional resistance caused
by the shape-related parameters (e.g. unsmoothed surface) may
exist [1,15], as a result enhancing the kinetic-energy dissipation
from the liquid-particle flow. Evidently, the measured results of the
Regime-I cases shown in Fig. 8 can support this point very well.

The non-convex bed-shape marks for the Regime II cases indi-
cate that for these two cases the bed-inertia effect seems to be not
as strong as the particle-transportation phenomenon on the energy
dissipation. The concave bed shape for the experimental case using
non-spherical particles would also suggest that compared its
counterpart using spheres, more particles are driven away from
pool center. Therefore, it is natural that, similar to the cases in
Regime I, for the Regime-II cases using non-spherical particles,
lower DHmax values are attained. Again, we believe that the shape-

related parameters (e.g. unsmoothed surface) would be one of the
potential reasons that restrain the particles from rolling down.
Based on such finding, we may guess that for non-spherical parti-
cles the critical particle size required for the regime transition (e.g.
from Regime I to II) should be obtained at a relatively larger value.

Fig. 9 shows the effect of particle shape on transient pool
sloshing behavior for two cases in the bed-inertia dominant
regime. It is seen that compared to the experimental cases using
non-spherical particles, the cross-sectional area of gas bubble
during its rising within particle bed seems to be relatively larger for
the case using spherical particles. This is probably owing to the fact
that the additional particle-particle collisions and frictions caused
by the shape-related parameters (such as roughness and eccen-
tricity), as confirmed in our previous study regarding packed bed
behavior [1,15], provide an enhanced role in confining the hori-
zontal expansion of gas bubble. As a result, in the experimental
cases using non-spherical particles, less kinetic-energy of the gas
bubble is consumed during its rising within the bed since only the
limited upper particles are pushed away, consequently leading to a
comparatively larger elevation of DHmax values (see Fig. 8). How-
ever, we have to admit that currently the number of experimental
cases using non-spherical particles is still quite insufficient. In order
to enhance our confidence on the analyses, more experiments us-
ing various shapes are being planned at the Sun Yat-sen University.

3.2.5. Effect of gas pressure
Fig. 10 shows the influence of gas-injection pressure on the

measured average DHmax values at the pool peripheries for
different regimes. It can be clearly seen that for both the bubble-
impulsion dominant regime and bed-inertia dominant regime, as
the gas pressure increases, the measured DHmax is confirmable to
be increasing. It is easily understood that higher gas pressure leads
to much enhanced lifting force to the rising of gas bubble, thereby
causing more prominent impact on the elevation of water level in
the pool.

However, for the transitional regime we encounter an in-
congruity that as shown in Fig. 10, with increasing gas pressure, the
measured DHmax seems not to change monotonously. Based on the
bed-shapemarks and the knowledge from Fig. 5, it is deducible that
for the experimental cases with gas pressures of 2 and 3 bars, the
bed-inertia effect should be a bit stronger as compared to the effect
from particle-transportation mentioned above, while for the
experimental case with a gas pressure of 4 bar, the particle-

Fig. 7. Effect of particle density on averaged DHmax at pool peripheries (glass spheres,
DT ¼ 0:1s).

Fig. 8. Effect of particle shape on averaged DHmax at pool peripheries (alumina par-
ticles, DT ¼ 0:1 s).
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transportation effect seems to slightly surpass the bed-inertia.
Therefore, it becomes reasonable that increasing the gas pressure
will make DHmax increase initially and then decrease, even if no
regime transition has occurred. In addition, it might be inferred that
the critical gas pressure required for achieving the peak DHmax

value (namely the point of quasi-flat bed) should be in the range of
3e4 bar. Further, we can guess, with a further increasing in gas
pressure, the measured DHmax is likely to go on decreasing until a
minimum is obtained (around the demarcation of Regimes 1 and II),
and then increases again. However, here it should be noted that due
to the limitation of our current facility [10], experimental cases
with gas pressures larger than 4 bar were not performed. In order to
attain more comprehensive and reliable understandings over a
much wider range of gas pressures, a new larger-scale three-
dimensional experimental system is being developed at the Sun
Yat-sen University (as indicated in Fig. 2).

3.2.6. Effect of gas-injection duration
The effect of gas-injection duration on the measured average

DHmax values at the pool peripheries is shown in Fig.11. It is evident
that whatever the regime is, with decreasing gas-injection duration
(from 0.1 s to 0.06 s), a reduction of the measured average DHmax at
the pool peripheries can be observed. This is reasonable since
longer gas-injection duration would result in a larger quantity of
nitrogen gas injected into the water pool [10], as a result causing

more violent disturbance to the water pool.
Although further elaborate analyses might be needed, based on

the mechanisms understood, it might be inferred that for experi-
mental cases with injection duration of 0.06 s, due to a much
diminished impetus, the boundary line between different regimes
(e.g. see Fig. 5) should be obtained at comparatively smaller particle
size.

4. Concluding remarks

Aimed at providing some evidence for understanding the
characteristics of pool sloshing behavior at more complicated
conditions, in this study a new series of experiments was carried
out by injecting nitrogen gas into a water pool with different solid
particles. Based on the experimental observations, it is found that
due to the different interaction mechanisms between solid parti-
cles and gas bubble injected, three kinds of regimes, termed
respectively as the bubble-impulsion dominant regime, the tran-
sitional regime and the bed-inertia dominant regime, could be
identified. Although a single bed shape (concave or convex) can be
found for the bubble-impulsion dominant regime and bed-inertia
dominant regime, different shapes including concave, convex and
flat beds exist for the transitional regime depending on the slight
competitive strength between the bed inertia and bubble impul-
sion. The followed detailed quantitative analyses suggest that all
our experimental parameters employed such as particle size,

Fig. 9. Effect of particle shape on transient pool sloshing behavior with solid particles for Regime III (alumina particles, dp ¼ 5 � 6 mm, DT ¼ 0:1 s).

Fig. 10. Effect of gas-injection pressure on averaged DHmax at pool peripheries
(spherical particles, DT ¼ 0:1 s).

Fig. 11. Effect of gas-injection duration on averaged DHmax at pool periphery (glass
spheres, P ¼ 3 bar).
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particle bed height, particle density, particle shape, gas pressure
and the gas-injection duration are confirmable to have noticeable
influence on the regime transition and resultant sloshing intensity
(e.g. averaged maximum elevation of water level at the pool pe-
ripheries). For future work, studies of empirical models, especially
those predicting the regime transition under various parametric
conditions, may be performed. Also, experiments under other
complicated conditions (e.g. rod structure, stratified liquids and
high-density liquid) along with larger-scale three dimensions will
be accelerated. In addition, to further enhance the direct applica-
bility of our researches for reactor safety analyses, several experi-
ments for determining the most probable range of parameters (e.g.
the size and shape distribution of unmelted/refrozen fuel pellets)
have been planned as well. Knowledge and fundamental data from
our work will be utilized for the future analyses and verifications of
computer models developed in SFR severe accident analysis codes
in China too.
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